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FOREWORD

There’s an old saying that ‘great coaching is the art of comforting the trou-

bled and troubling the comfortable’. Within that one, simple phrase lies a

whole catalogue of demands, ranging from emotional intelligence, clarity of

message, communication skills, human psychology, people management and

empathy and understanding, which have never been more relevant than

today. In an age where the pace of change continues to accelerate and the

need to perform with consistency and focus remain paramount, who doesn’t

need a calm, measured coach to help us reflect at times?

This book which you are holding in your hands is written by three expert

coaches, who have distilled their own hard-won wisdom and rich experiences

across sport, business and life into an accessible, engaging and practical

guide. Reading the chapters felt like a privileged invitation into their company

and an invaluable opportunity to listen to their wit, warmth and wisdom

which shines through on every page.

Enjoy the read.

Professor Damian Hughes

International speaker and best-selling author
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FOREWORD

Sellers often talk about performance coaching in terms of sport; it is much

admired and seen as fundamental to driving performance. Yet seldom is it

practiced in a sales context.

Whether it is seen as too difficult and consuming, when time pressures

manifest themselves in a sales environment. Or whether it is actually a science

that needs more understanding, qualification and deliberate practice, is to be

decided.

Whatever the conclusion, this book is much needed in my opinion. I am

delighted the authors have addressed the benefits true coaching can deliver

and uncover many elements for us to consider. Several members of The

Association of Professional Sales were involved in the research for the book

and we are delighted this topic is getting serious attention.

The Association looks forward to using this book to launch it’s 2020

coaching framework focus.

Andrew Hough

CEO Association of Professional Sales
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1

INTRODUCTION

Great sales coaching positively impacts individual, team and organisational

sales performance. As experienced sales professionals, this is a statement we

could probably all agree on, and then find plenty of research to provide

empirical evidence, but what our experience and research suggests is that

sales coaching is not great.

Our experience of being coached, coaching and working with organisa-

tions to improve sales performance is that the reality of sales coaching can be

average or poor, programmatic, not cultural, and infrequent in today’s

results-driven and time-poor business world. As a result, the impact of

coaching on performance can be marginal or in some cases negative. You can

probably point to a time where you received some poor coaching that

destroyed your motivation and confidence or when your boss returned from a

development programme and said ‘let’s do some coaching’!

The reality of sales coaching today grated, so we set out to dig into the

how, what and why of sales coaching to help sales professionals. We didn’t

want to just talk superlatives about how great coaching can be and its benefits

for individuals and organisations, but really get under the lid of what’s going

on and how could we add some insight to make great sales coaching the

‘everyday’. After all, organisations, like sports teams, invest heavily in their

teams with recruitment, salaries, bonuses and training. The one difference

perhaps is that the owner of a sports team would not invest heavily on the

team in isolation, and then not invest in coaching. We wanted to explore not

only the mindset, skills and behaviours required to be a top sales coach, but

also the perspective of the person being coached. Coaching is a two-way

street and both parties need to believe in the merits and be open to the
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process; you know the old saying ‘you can lead a horse to water but you can’t

make him drink’. We’re not saying salespeople are horses, but there is

something in the psyche of the salesperson that means they are not always

coachable but rather, resistant to change, thinking they know best or not

willing to admit they need some help.

So, we set out to address these issues through the idea of exploring how

coaching is used to improve performance in other industries, in order to share

our findings, blended with our experience. To write a down-to-earth book

that will help sales professionals see the value in coaching, reflect on their

own current practices and help, with practical coaching techniques, integrate

better ways of coaching into their everyday pressurised roles.

We wanted a to write a book that will speak to the sales leader and sales

professional, in other words, how to coach and how to be coached.

That’s when we started to think about sport.

WHAT’S SPORTS GOT TO DO WITH SALES COACHING?

One of the early questions we bounced around was how is it that in the world

of sports, feedback and continual improvement is the norm, for both the

coach and player. Feedback is proactively sought by many, and yet we know

this not to be true in the world of sales? Sports struck a chord in us in that

there is an innate desire in those who enter this world to be better than their

competitors: win more, be faster, open themselves up to criticism, operate in a

culture of public judgement and continuous improvement. Even if a world

record is broken there is a new target to achieve. In sports you are never the

finished article, whereas in sales we have recognised this isn’t always the case.

We realised very early on that we could learn many lessons, coaching

approaches and best practices from sports professionals and translate this

into sales coaching. Sports and sales have much in common; an individual

and team dynamic, competitive and results driven and many of the beliefs and

behaviours of high-performing salespeople mirror those of sports.

And we knew that the book would be a lot richer with the sage and expert

contribution of a seasoned professional who has coached for many years at

elite sports level, both internationally and in the UK. Prevailing over the

coaching challenges of the coach and the person being coached, not just from

a physical perspective but a psychological one too. Someone who
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comprehends this world with their valuable insights into the human side of

coaching, adopting a holistic style that embraces both the person and the

driven athlete, to enable us to better translate what we learnt into business.

We followed our personal networks and they led us to the perfect fit, Tony

Smith. Tony has experience in both the business world, working in sales in the

finance sector, and as an elite Rugby League coach leading England, Leeds

Rhinos and Warrington Wolves to multiple titles and trophies. He is currently

Head Coach at Hull Kingston Rovers, a premiership Rugby League team.

When we met Tony, we instantly knew that all three of us were connected

by a passion for helping others, coupled with a fascination of how coaching

can enable this. Tony has this in abundance; we spent many an hour listening

to stories of his time as a Rugby League coach; what motivated him, how he

gets personal satisfaction from getting to know individuals, finding out what

makes them tick and how they want to be led, and then seeing them flourish –

the journeys with his teams, with all the bumps, obstacles and challenges

along the way being the best bit. For Tony, success is seeing his team play

above their weight, achieving what they should, or above, knowing that he

has had a hand in improving each individual’s performance. In common with

the successful coaches and sales leaders we went on to interview, reflection on

his own methods and decisions, if the team didn’t play as they should, was

always his first thought and action.

There were two other things that prompted us to connect sports to sales

coaching. For Tim it was his long-standing love of sports, his own experience

of junior sports coaching and the inspiration of his Great Uncle Herbert, a

legendary figure in the world of football. Herbert Chapman was an English

Association football player and manager. Though he had an undistinguished

playing career, he went on to become one of the most successful and influ-

ential managers in early twentieth-century football.

Unlike his managerial predecessors and contemporaries, who were under

the thumb of the club chairman and directors, Chapman ruled over his cre-

ations like an autocrat, and came to be called, aptly enough, the Napoleon of

the game. But his regime was not tyrannical – it was based on a deep

understanding of his players’ individual abilities and problems.1

In the words of one of his players…

Alex Jackson (former player at Huddersfield): ‘Chapman knew when to

blow you up and when to blow you down, when to be the big boss and when

to be the family friend. He was a genius and that’s the fact of it.’
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Herbert led Huddersfield Town, winning an FA cup and two First Division

titles in the period of four years before joining Arsenal. His work at Arsenal

resulted in them becoming the dominant team of the 1930s, leading the club

to its first FA Cup success and two First Division Titles. Uncle Herbert is

regarded as one of the game’s first modernisers, introducing new tactics,

coaching and training techniques.

It wasn’t the cups and championships that fascinated Tim from an early

age, but what made him a great manager and was there anything to learn

from it? Why was he such a great coach, when he was a very average jour-

neyman player? How had his successful managerial career in the Mining

Industry influenced him as a coach and a manager? What motivated him?

Answering these questions and many others has allowed Tim to link Her-

bert’s philosophy and approaches to his own world of sales coaching and

consulting.

For Lynn the connection between sports and business coaching was

sparked by a 2017 TED talk by American surgeon Atul Gawande,2 ‘Want to

get great at something – get a coach’. Atul said ‘it’s how good you’re going to

be that really matters.’ He talked of the difference between sports and pro-

fessionals. A professional generally goes through the journey of study,

practice, learning, graduation and from then on into work. From then

onwards, a professional is more or less capable of managing their own

improvement. Sports has a different philosophy and practice; you are never

done, everyone needs a coach. He cited a pinnacle moment in American

sporting history when Yale hired a head coach, something that hadn’t

happened before in their years of rivalry with Harvard. Yale won; Harvard

then went on to hire their own coach. Atul applied coaching to his own role

as a surgeon, asking a fellow surgeon to observe him and give him feedback.

He did go on to make small changes and improved his clinical outcomes. As

Atul says, ‘Great coaches are your external eyes and ears, break down your

actions then build you back up again’.

This really resonated with Lynn. a penny dropped, linking the expectation

of coaching in sport and yet in business, other than the obligatory training

which to be fair many companies are generous with, it is down to the indi-

vidual to seek coaching, or be lucky enough to have an enlightened boss, who

either coaches naturally, or purposefully.

So, with sport in mind, along with the challenges for sales professionals we

discussed earlier, we defined our question. ‘How is it that coaching is the norm
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in the world of sport and not in business? – sportspeople expect to have a

coach, be coached and embrace coaching (for the most part) and yet if we

contrast this with the world of professional sales, from our experience and

research, coaching isn’t the norm. More than 76% of companies say the

amount of coaching provided by their managers is too little according to The

Sales Management Association.3 And yet, a small fortune is invested globally

each year in sales training programmes. Companies in the US alone spent

$2.6B (USD) in 2018, hoping that these ‘programmes’ set people up and

miraculously they will come back to work adopting all of these new habits.4

It’s not only the overload of new concepts, methods and skills that are

unfeasible, it’s the ongoing sales coaching that helps each individual to embed

these new ways of working in their own timescales and styles. At this point it’s

worth clarifying that, we are not anti-sales training, in fact, we love it. We have

all benefited enormously from the various courses we’ve been sent on over the

years, picking up new approaches and skills along the way, but the truth is it

was and is very much down to the individual to choose to embrace, adopt and

experiment with these new skills. To Atul’s point, people in business are very

much left to manage their own improvement.

Some companies do set up ‘sales coaching programmes’, and some sales-

people are hungry for knowledge and continual improvement, and so seek out

their own coaches – but for many salespeople and leaders, coaching is not a

natural default position or expectation, as it is in sports. Perhaps it is some-

thing in the sales psyche around confidence, not wanting to admit failure or

the ‘lone wolf’, ‘I can sort this for myself’ mindset. Or perhaps it is that, from

our standpoint, sales managers can be shy of giving critical feedback for fear of

upsetting someone, particularly a salesperson who is already doing OK, but

has much more that could be developed. We’ve all had those times when your

manager asks ‘can I give you some feedback’ and your mouth is saying ‘yes of

course’, your face is open, ready for the message you know is intended to help

you; but inside your brain is yelling ‘attack, attack, attack’, sirens going off

heart beating that little bit faster, dry mouth perhaps. Oh, the relief when it’s

positive. Although, have you noticed positive feedback usually doesn’t have a

permission request in advance, it’s usually just given? Critical feedback usually

has someone setting the stage and seeking permission in some way.

This approach doesn’t always transpire to be positive or useful for the

salesperson. Tim tells a story of when he had just joined a global technology

organisation, full of pride at landing a role in such a well-respected and
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forward-thinking company. His first time out with his new manager, shall we

say, popped his bubble of enthusiasm slightly. The manager joined Tim on a

joint sales call, equipped with an observation sheet, like a checklist, to criti-

cally and objectively observe Tim’s sales skills. There’s nothing wrong with

that, of course, except the manager hadn’t prepared well in advance and was

just relying on the checklist – which was visible to the customer and created

an awkward atmosphere in the meeting, throwing the desired outcomes of the

meeting off course. It was obvious to both Tim and the customer that the

manager was watching Tim and marking his work. Afterwards, the manager

gave Tim his feedback, with Tim feeling like he was in the headmaster’s

office. Certainly not the best start to a new job.

Anonymous feedback can be just as painful, if not more so, because of our

brain’s need for knowing and certainty. We can spend needless energy and

anxiety trying to figure out who that one person was that gave you the

negative comment in the free text field.

This happened to Lynn in a routine annual 360 appraisal; this may

resonate with some of you. The report lands and you open it, glance at the

top line scores on the dashboard- phew, all satisfactory, then go straight to

the back to the free text comment section which is feedback from colleagues

(paralleled to the moment when the sales quotation is finally picked up by the

buyer, whose perfunctory interest ignores the patient hours of careful

responses and wording in the bulk of the document, straight to the prices at

the back). This section was good. Eyes now quickly skipping down, vigilant

for the one comment that if not processed quickly can stay with you for days.

There it was. It wasn’t a particularly harsh comment, and with hindsight,

there was some truth in it. But it did sting, and a more personal, positive,

balanced frame would have been received much better.

These two stories illustrate how awkward, de-motivating and performance

impacting poor coaching and a lack of openness in receiving the messaging

can be, for both the coach and the salesperson. In contrast, in sports, the

coaching relationship and feedback is part of the norm. The player seeks and

processes feedback with the intention of improving their performance. Yes,

we are sure there are still the human moments of ‘don’t agree with that’ and

some other more ‘choice’ language, but this quote from the former England

international footballer and coach, Stuart Pearce MBE, Former Premiership

Football Player and Manager, illustrates perfectly that ‘feedback is a gift and

embrace it’:
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‘For me the big learning lessons in life come from adversity. I am

making my debut for England and a Brazilian winger cuts inside me,

he spins in behind crosses it and they score a goal.At half time youwalk

in, the manager turns around and he says “he done you didn’t he” and

you think it’s your last international cap and I said “yeah” and then the

words comeout“don’t let that happenagain”. Lesson learned– exactly

that embrace the pain, that’s what I would say. If you never make a

mistake in your career you can never get better, that is the key to the

pain and the critical feedback. The critical feedback is coaches taking

the time and effort to outline something.Why do they do it? They do it

because they know it can improve you as an individual. That’s why I

would embrace critical feedback, whether you’re a coach whether

you’re a player someone has actually taken the time to sit and give

you critical feedback.Why? Because, if you feel someone’s not going to

improvewith critical feedback, you don’t do it, you don’t deliver it. It’s

a real plus, embrace it is the word I’d use.’

We know though from our own experiences, and the coaches that we’ve

spoken with, personal and professional growth generally comes through a

mixture of hard work, boldness, open-mindedness, correction and adversity.

What doesn’t kill us makes us stronger, and all that.

For sportspeople coaching is part of the way they do things, in sales less so.

So what other parallels should we draw between these two worlds? Well let’s

start with the obvious: it’s competitive and there are winners and losers who

experience moments of great euphoria and moments of utter emptiness. There

are individual and team dynamics to consider; how do I balance different

abilities, motivations and egos, individual goals with the team and that

transition from sole contributor to manager or player, then to being the coach?

There is a lot of psychology involved in both sales and sport reflected in this

quote from Craig McNaughton, Corporate Director at Lex AutoLease (part of

the Lloyds Banking Group), ‘I watch the psychology of sport a lot and I think

that the psychology element is extremely relevant in business. It’s that attitude,

willingness and desire to adapt and change that is of critical importance in

business.’ I am sure you can see the parallels and of course we are not the first

people to link sports with business.

We have found though, through our research, there are more similarities

than we originally perceived. As Tony says, sportsmen and women have the
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same emotions, self-doubt, low dips of motivation, fear of failure and com-

placency as everyone else. We used to think that sportspeople go into work

every day on fire, ready to push themselves, up for change – turns out it’s not

true. They’re like everyone else, some days up for a challenge, some days

preferring to keep their heads down in their comfort zones. It’s the skill of the

coach to understand each person’s drivers, aspirations and personalities and

help them to achieve their goals. Rugby League players use a ball, guys in the

office use a computer- at the end of the day, the messages are the same. it’s

about knowing your people and helping them the best way you can.

We went into our research for this book with an open mind, hoping we

may discover relevant links and practices we could translate into sales

coaching and we have found there to be more in common than we ever dared

to think. We want to take you deeper than purely the inspirational sports

stories that fire you up at the sales kick-off, to challenge you to make

coaching in sales the norm, whether you are a sales leader today, an expe-

rienced sales professional or just starting out.

OUR APPROACH

We set out to have conversations with a diverse range of international coaches

from a breadth of disciplines, from business and sports. We have tried to move

beyond the obvious with the sports we have researched: yes, we have looked at

football and rugby, but also a wide range of sports including; equestrianism,

squash and volleyball. One of the key traits we know about successful coaches

is that they open their minds to all approaches that maybe useful or helpful;

they don’t restrict themselves. One of our interviews was with Michael Woods,

former British Athletics Performance Coach, and he explains how he develops

himself as a coach…

‘Well just being around people. When I came to St Mary’s University

in 2003 I was coaching athletes that were running for Great Britain

senior teams and I had athletes at good levels and running and

winning medals at junior level, at championship events. But for

me coming to St Mary’s gave me an opportunity to work alongside

people that I considered much better coaches than me and exposed

me to methodology and ideas that I wouldn’t necessarily be able to

pick up on, within my own coaching structure at the club. So maybe
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